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Thank you to Glendale Public 
Library, in Glendale, Arizona for the 
opportunity to present the Writer in 
Residence programs. A special thank 
you goes to librarians Kathy Curley 
and Sarah Herlache who graciously 
coordinated this virtual program 
series for 2021.

In its sixth year, the Writers in 
Residence in Libraries program 
supports content creation in Arizona 
by connecting local, professional 
authors with their communities 
through public libraries.

This project is supported by the 
Arizona State Library, Archives & 
Public Records, a division of the 
Secretary of State, with federal 
funds from the Institute of Museum 
and Library Services. 

Find more information about the 
project at 
https://azlibrary.gov/libdev/arizona
-center-book



Welcome!

There will be a link to the 
PDF of slides sent to you 
with a survey after the 
workshop.

Please save questions until 
the end.

Feel free to email me at 
contact@tinaradcliffe.com



WHY?
• The market is saturated
• It’s how authors reach readers
• Readers tend to read books by referral and by 

authors they know
• Publishers expect authors to market
• Many publishers will not look at your work 

without a platform in place
• You’re a business and this is part of being a 

business



Platform
Visibility to your target audience-which translates into an ability to sell 
more books. –Jane Friedman

Basics of creating platform:

1. Identifying your brand and staying on brand

2. Understanding your target audience and where they are located

3. Developing your lead generation to reach new readers

4. Creating a social media presence

5. Expanding your platform with social networking

6. Identifying and developing your community of partners



Identifying Your Brand 

Your author brand is an ongoing, continually evolving story that 
communicates what makes your work unique, and represents an 
implied promise to your readers of what they can expect you to 
consistently deliver. 

If you can elicit an emotional reaction in a reader, and 
emphasize what makes your work unique, not only will you 
stand out from the crowd and gain recognition from readers, but 
you will earn their loyalty and trust as well.

–The BookDesigner



Understanding Your Target Audience

Who are your readers?

Who is the audience most likely to be interested in your book? 
What’s the demographic? Where do they live? 
What language do they speak? What do they believe?

Ask yourself who are the people who follow you, 
comment on your posts, or tell you they read your books?

Where are your readers? 

Facebook? Instagram? Twitter?

Knowing the answers to these questions will help you to save time and money. It will help you 
connect with the right reader on the right platform. It will help you make the right decisions 
about where to spend your publicity dollars.



What is Lead Generating

Lead generation is the process of generating consumer interest for a 
product or service with the goal of turning that interest into a sale. 

1. Website SEO
2. Social Media advertising
3. Amazon ads
4. Videos and book trailers, 
5. Offline and online events (webinars, meetups, workshops, 

conferences, booksignings, interviews, podcasts)
6. Social Media 



What is Social Networking?

“Social media are web-based communication tools that enable people to interact 
with each other by sharing and consuming information.” -Lifewire

What is Social Media?

“Using social media sites, to connect to others.” -Lifewire



It's similar to networking in real life, 
for example at a business 
conference. The more you interact 
with other people and discover 
common friends and interests, the 
wider your circle becomes. -Lifewire

Does it 
make social 
media more 
palatable to 
think of it as  
a cocktail 
party?
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Social Media Platforms for Writers

1. Facebook
2. Twitter
3. Pinterest
4. Goodreads
5. YouTube
6. Tik Tok
7. Instagram

All you have to do is find the intersection of your comfort zone and your readers location.



Facebook
Poor organic reach. 

However, you can target demographics with ads.

The strength of Facebook for authors is groups. 

Don’t spend a lot of time surfing Facebook, there is no ROI (return on 
investment). 

Repurpose your newsletter information by posting bits of it on your author 
Facebook page each week. (Your newsletter subscribers of course get all 
information first.)

The Facebook algorithm rewards responses. So respond to comments on 
YOUR posts.

Use the analytics to evaluate your author page activity.

As of the end of 2020, 
organic reach is still on the 
decline. The average reach 
for an organic Facebook 
post is down to 5.2%. (For 
the record, at the end of 
2019 it was 5.5%, and the 
year before that it was 
7.7%).

Meanwhile, the average 
engagement rate in 2020 
for an organic Facebook 
post was 0.25%. That 
number drops to 0.08% for 
those of you with more 
than 100k followers.

-Hootsuit



Twitter
Twitter moves fast, it’s a very time sensitive elevator pitch 
platform.  

SIZE MATTERS! 1600 x 900 px

Use analytics to see if your Tweets are getting any visibility. 

Twitter algorithms are based on popularity and relevance.

Always reply to readers who tag you. 

It’s a great informational database for the publishing industry.

Find out how authors in your lane are effectively utilizing Twitter. 

Best example of someone who really loves Twitter and utilizes it 
well is author Alisha Rai https://twitter.com/AlishaRai

Use the ‘pinned tweet’ feature

A pinned tweet is a tweet that stays 
“pinned” to the top of your profile, 
regardless of when it was posted. 
This means that whenever someone 
views your profile, your pinned 
tweet will be the first one they see. 
– Bookbub Partners



Pinterest

Pinterest is a cross between a social media network and visual search engine that allows users to 
share and discover content through images and video 

Use a business account – it allows you access to analytics, ads and promoting and rich pins. Rich Pins are a 
type of organic Pin that automatically sync information from your website to your Pins.

Boards  are like a category and inside that category are pins. 
Pinterest prefers vertical pins 600x900 px

Pinterest Ideas for Authors
Create Boards for your books or WIP
Character sketches
Inspirations
Plot lines
Deleted scenes
Reviews
Photos from events and book signings

Pinterest has recently moved to utilizing videos as an important part of the algorithm. 

How to Promote Your Book with 
Pinterest. Free Workshop

https://youtu.be/MhNwUwihINs



Pinterest Continued



Goodreads

Goodreads is the world's largest site for readers and book recommendations. 

Acquired by Amazon in 2013. The Goodreads search engine is connected to Amazon so don’t sign 
into Goodreads using an email connected to your Amazon. You don’t want Amazon to know who 
your friends are or they can invalidate reviews. Don’t sign in using Facebook for the same reason.

Any author, anywhere in the world, can join the Goodreads Author Program for free. All you need is 
an Internet connection and a published book (or a soon-to-be published book) that can be found in 
our database. The Goodreads Author Program allows published authors to claim their profile page 
to promote their book and engage with readers. Once verified, your author profile will include the 
official Goodreads Author badge, which you can use to tell your fans to follow you on Goodreads.

You can run a Goodreads Giveaway in either Kindle book or print book format. Give away copies of 
your book anytime before or after publication. Packages start at $119.

Join groups and create reader chats or start a blog on Goodreads.



Tik Tok YouTube

 Video Platform

 About 60% of U.S. users are aged 
16–24, and 26% are between the 
ages of 25–44. There are over 100 
million active users in the U.S., 
and of course, TikTok’s reach spans 
globally as well. –Writing 
Cooperative

 YouTube has one of the biggest search 
engines in the world and is owned by 
Google.

 AuthorTube is a community for writers on 
YouTube. JUST DO IT.

 High discoverability. 

 Can be monetized. 

 Author Tubes:

Mark Dawson’s Self Publishing Formula

#askabbie



Instagram
WHY INSTAGRAM?

Because most of my readers are there.

Because it’s less contentious than Facebook or Twitter, and I’m weary 
of all the arguing.

Because it’s visually appealing–as an artist this matters to me.

Because once I get to 10,000 followers, I’ll get the swipe up feature 
which will allow me to directly link to whichever book I’m 
promoting.

Engagement is better on Instagram than other places. It’s 10 times > 
than Facebook, 54 times > than Pinterest and 84 times > than 
Twitter. (Source: Trackmaven and Social Pilot)

Mary DeMuth Books & Such Literary Management



What’s New on IG
We’re no longer just a square photo-sharing app.

At Instagram we’re always trying to build new 
features that help you get the most out of your 
experience. Right now we’re focused on four key 
areas: Creators, Video, Shopping and Messaging.

Adam Mosseri- Head of IG

Features coming to Instagram

Links in stories

Loading posts from desktops

Hiding likes

Affiliate links

This means IG is moving 
to more diverse content.

Entertainment is key.



Creating Your IG Profile 
WHO ARE YOU? 

1.  Writer
2.  Cat mom
3.  Humorous

What mood do you want to create?

Light 
Peaceful
Humorous
Happy
Classic

What colors create that mood? Or what are your brand colors
Peach
Tan 
Gray
Coral



Creating Your IG Brand with Canva



IG TIPS
Get a business account so you can track analytics.

If I couldn’t see the word writer or author in your IG handle or profile, could 
I tell that you are a writer by your posts?

It’s not about you. It’s about your target audience.

Quality content is more important than posting every day.

Create shareable content. 

Make your audience curious and excited to see what you’re going to post 
next. 

No one cares what you ate for dinner. Put it on Facebook.

Most people watch reels and stories with the sound off.

Consider a spread sheet to track your analytics.

Hashtags are not an 
effective way to grow 
Instagram anymore, but 
they will still bring you 
10-20% more reach. So 
while I never want to 
waste time on 
hashtags, I never skip 
them.

- Your Social Team



IG TIPS
Follow people in your lane and see what successful people are 
doing right. See who follows them and engage with them.

Remember, it’s NOT about followers. It’s about engagement. 
The more engagement, the more the algorithms will reward 
you.

Engage. Respond and comment. Build your community one 
conversation at a time.

Get the conversation going in two ways. 1.)A call to action in 
your captions. 2.) Ask questions in the comments.

When you look fabulous, take lots of pictures and save them 
for future posts. People want to see your face. 

Stay on brand. (ask yourself if what you are going to post is 
one of the 1, 2, or 3 thing about you. If not, consider creating 
a story. 

Click on 
the bell 
and you 
will be 
notified 
when they 
post so you 
can 
comment 
first.



Best Resources for IG for Authors 

MixtusMedia really gets authors as does Lemon Friday. All offer subscriber plans and some have paid 
classes. The best bang for your buck is The Ivory Mix. Each month she provides 100-150 templates if you 
are a VIP. Check out all of these marketer’s websites for free goodies, images and videos. 





You Don’t Own Your Social Media 
You can’t control if they ban you, suspend you or take you down. 

But you can control your newsletter and website. 

Reasons IG can suspend you

1.Violating limits.

a maximum number of likes per hour: 30;
a maximum number of comments per hour: 30;
a maximum number of follows/unfollows per hour: 30.

Double this number if you have a lot of followers.

2. Copyright infringement. All your images must be your own or used with permission
3. User complaints.
4. They think you post too often and may be spamming. 
5. Inappropriate content.
6. Any reason at all. 



Social Media Scheduling Tools

Instagram and Facebook are connected, so in order to use a scheduler on Instagram, 
you have to connect it to your Facebook account.

Canva –paid account

Planoly- Offers free plan

Later.com Offers free plan

TweetDeck for Twitter -free



Link Shorteners

Bitly.com

Short URL 

Google URL shortener https://goo.gl/



Graphic Art Tools

Canva –offers free plan

BookBrush –offers free plan

PicMonkey –offers free trial

Free 3D Book Cover Creator



Resources
How the Facebook Algorithm Works in 2021 and How to Make it Work for You –
Hootsuite

Twitter for Authors: How to Connect with Readers & Writers –BookBub Partners

Instagram Best Practices for Authors- Books & Such Literary

23 Best Social Media Posting and Scheduling Tools for 2021- Influencer Marketing 
Hub

The 8 best URL shorteners of 2021- Zapier



Resources

Newsletter Ninja: How to Become an Author Mailing List Expert

How to Use TikTok as a Writer- The Writing Cooperative

What is Authortube and Why Do I do It? –The Courtney Project

The Best Way for Authors to Grow on Instagram – Mixtus Media



Questions?
There will be a link to the PDF of slides sent 
to you with a survey after the workshop.

Feel free to email me at 
contact@tinaradcliffe.com

You should be using two-factor 
authentication on all your social 
media accounts.


